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This study is part of a project which proposes the introduction of NCT in the ther
apy of Multifocal Hepatic Neoplastics (MHN) by means of Extracorporeal Treatment 
of the Liver (ETL). This method unites the advantages of NCT's antitumor selectivity 
with those offered by ETL's organ selectivity. The patient's liver can be explanted, pre
served artificially and successively reimplanted by means of hepatic autotransplantation 
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This technique is made possible utilizing methods of extracorporeal preservation 
designed and performed by the Department of Surgery of the University of Pavia. 

sblated irradiation of the liver is advantageous due to the possibility to plan and create 
a substantially uniform neutron field around the organ. Studies are in program in order 
to obtain such conditions in the facilities of the Triga Mark II reactor of the University 
of Pavia. 

The first step of our project was a pharmacokinetic study to identify substances 
which are good boron transporters and are therefore able to provide a high concen
tration of the nuclide with respect to the healthy hepatic tissue in the MHN. For this 
purpose the tumor M5076/73 (M5) [ij, which matastasizes spontaneously in liver, was 
inoculated subcutaneously in a group of C57B1/6 mice. Thirty days after the inocu
lation, when 90% of the liver was invaded by metastases, a boric acid 0.3 M solution 
enriched to 96% l0B was injected into the caudal vein of each mouse (50mg/Kg). The 
mice were then sacrificed, some after 1 hour and some after 6 hours and the same pro
cedure was performed with an equal number of healthy control mice*. The liver of the 
mice was then removed and frozen; samples were then prepared to use for the measure
ments. 

Boron concentration in the various samples was achieved by measuring the energy 
distribution of a paritcles produced in the nuclear reaction l0B(n, a)7Li induced by a 
thermal neutron beam extracted from the Triga Mark II reactor, a particle energy was 
measured by a spectroscopic apparatus including a surface barrier totally depleted Si 
detector 19/̂ m thick. The experimental data were eleborated by the following model 
(see figure 1). 

Experimental results [4] prove that in the case of a particles having energy larger 
than 1.1 MeV the range - energy relation : 

1.74 R{E) = aE 

can be utilized. The above relation makes it possible to calculate the dispersion Ax 
of the quote x(E) inside the sample where the particles releasing the energy E on the 
detector have originated 

Az = a{{E + AE)1-7* - E1-74] 
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Ai? indicates the energy dispersion of the spectrometric channel having energy E. The 
value of the constant a is 1.34 • lO~sfxm/KeV when a particles are transmitted across 
biological tissues. The reaction rate N induced by he neutron beam in the sample layer 
included between x and I + A I results to be 

JV = n ^ c r $ = ^a[(E + AE)"* - E^\ 

Here n is the quantity of 10B atoms included inside the sample surface layer in front 
of the detector having thickness Ro which is the range of the most energetic a particle 
detected in the spectrometer apparatus (1.47 Mev). The rate C of a particles impinging 
on the detector in the energy interval between E and E+ AE is: 

C = r,gN 

where r\g is the geometrical efficiency of the detecting system that was evaluated by a 
Monte - Carlo computing program. The formula: 

Ro£ 
T)g<r$a{(E + AE)1-74 - Ex-™\ 

is finally obtained by taking into account the previous relations; therefore it becomes 
possible to deduce n from each spectrometric channel. We considered the cleanest 8 
channels providing 8 values of T/N and here we give the average value whose indéter
mination is assumed to represent the entire dispersion interval. The background was 
substracted from each channel after performing a run where only the sample holder 
was contained in the experimental set. In figure 2 spectra are shown as obtained from 
samples drawn 1 hour following the injection of the borated solution. 

The values of the ratio T/N of the l0B concentration in cancerous tissues over the 
concentration in healthy ones are : 

T/N(lh) = 2.7 ±0.6 
T/N{Qh) = 2.7 ± 2.6 

The first of the above values achieved in this experiment seems to be close to that of 
brain tissues [3] and provides a rather favourable indication regarding the applicability 
of NCT to treat liver metastases and tumors. Due to a high background in the detecting 
system, the given data are affected by a relevant error; in the future the experiment will 
be repeated utilizing a thinner detector (about 10/xm thick) in order to obtain a drastic 
background reduction and more accurate measurements of T/N. 
* We would like to thank dr. G.Pratesi of the Istituto Nazionale Studio e Cura dei 
Tumor i-Milano 
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Fig 1 Model for the expérimentais a spectra elaboration 
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Jig 2 Spectra obtained from samples drawn 1 hour following the injection of the borated 
solution 
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